Field Operations

Communicate and consult effectively with field staff
“Our new SMART collaboration
capability enables people to meet,
regardless of where they are in
the world, and interact as if they
were in the same room. This has
had a massive impact on travel
costs and reduced our carbon
footprint significantly.”
Bola Oshisanwo, Director,
Agile Development Centre,
BT

Reduce room for error and the need for travel
Expert opinions are often critical, but gathering opinions and advice from multiple
locations isn’t always possible or cost-effective. SMART solutions let your experts
work collaboratively with on-site managers to offer support and take immediate
control – when and where you need it.
Global business has made multi-location meetings essential, putting a spotlight on
long-distance communication. And when your own team members are located in the
field, the challenge is even greater. That’s where SMART solutions make a difference.
SMART solutions can help reduce the problems intrinsic to field operations – problems
that include limited shared visibility, misunderstandings and poor distribution of the
latest information. Whether reviewing plans for a drilling operation or status reporting
for a production facility, SMART solutions let you share and modify documents
together, reducing the room for error and helping resolve issues before they
become serious problems.
SMART products allow staff in every location to see, write over, save and send
electronic documents simultaneously – letting you not only communicate but
genuinely collaborate from anywhere in the world.

“SMART’s interactive technology is
helping to facilitate cultural change
within our organisation. It is allowing
our workforce to collaborate quickly
and easily on projects.”
David Dryden, Managing Partner,
Cundall

“After the introduction of the SMART
Board, my expenses dropped tenfold.
You can imagine what the figures
would look like if all employees
used the solution.”
Chris Hanson, Internal Sales Director,
Computacenter

With SMART solutions for field operations, you can:
• Communicate and consult – get all the benefits of real-time problem
solving by allowing communication between off-site experts and your
teams in the field
• Save time and money – put your experts on site, with no travel and
no time spent sending resources into the field with SMART’s data
conferencing software
• Prevent costly stoppages – get faster diagnoses and prevent issues from
causing expensive delays
• Get faster sign-off – enable multi-location teams to physically contribute
to documents and plans, and get sign-off on the agreed solution
• Drive efficiency – get the benefits of real-time problem solving when
your experts collaborate instantly with your field personnel
• Improve record keeping and documentation – write, edit, save and
distribute all your meeting notes and discussions
Clearer, more accurate communication
Three key things can make a difference to your business success. Your people, their
ideas and how they work together. That’s what drives SMART solutions – and it
means SMART can help you deliver faster, better results across your business.
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